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ABSTRACT

An important supplementary technique for ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is mass spectrometry (MS).

A mass spectrometer coupled to an ion mobility spectrometer (IMS/MS) can provide significant information on

the composition of the ions contributing to an ion mobility peak. On the other hand, the interpretation of
IMS/MS results requires knowledge of processes which can occur at the pinhole interface. When the ion

composition is a mixture of ion clusters, the observed cluster distribution may not be an accurate representation

of the ion clusters in the IMS. Depending on the buffer gas, lower clusters can form by equilibrating with reduced
concentrations in the continuum regime of the expansion and larger clusters can form by collisional stabilization

in the cooled jet stream. Besides water, nitrogen molecules can also add to the ion clusters. Even though nitrogen
is non-polar, this addition is made possible by an ion-induced dipole interaction between the ion and molecule.

INTRODUCTION

A favorite activity in ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is to correlate ion mobility with the molecular

weight and structure of ions._'2"3 The motivation behind these activities is that the mobility of an ion colliding

with a gas is inversely proportional to the ion's reduced mass and collision cross section. 4.5 While many
interesting observations have been made on ion structures using this approach, 6,7,8,9,_°,1_one cannot be assured

that the ions formed in IMS are bare ions. Rather the ions are often clusters containing neutral molecules other
than the analyte.12 Mass spectrometry is invaluable in identifying the composition of these ion clusters.

An IMS/MS is a IMS coupled to a mass spectrometer in such a way to allow sampling of the ions formed

in the IMS by the MS. This is accomplished by providing a hole in the collector plate of the IMS and passing
the ions through a pinhole interface into the vacuum system containing the mass spectrometer. Immediately
behind the pinhole are focussing lenses which focus the ions unto the entrance aperture of the mass spectrometer.

The pinhole interface is very similar to jet samplers used to sample ions in atmospheric pressure ionization mass

spectrometry. _3"14While the pinhole is very efficient in transmitting ions into the vacuum system, it also has a

tendency to distort ion distributions. Since ion mobilities in IMS are dependent upon ion cluster distributions,

this tendency interferes with the original purpose for collecting IMS/MS data._5 Without knowledge of the

processes leading to the distortion, absolute certainty concerning ion composition is lacking. Although the
difficulty has not gone unnoticed in the open literature, approaches to IMS research have not been addressed.

Because the mean free path for an ion at 1 atmosphere is three orders of magnitude less than the diameter

of a typical pinhole (20 - 50 micrometers), there x_411be many collisions between the molecules (and ions) as they

enter the vacuum system of an IMS/MS. The current theory for the gas flow through a pinhole is isentropic free-
jet expansion._6_7_8'_9 In the jet, the density of the gas decreases monotonically and the enthalpy of the source

gas is converted into directed flow. 2° According to Miller, the fluid mechanical structure of a jet is dependent not
only on hydrod}_amic parameters (e.g., stagnant pressure, initial temperature, orifice area, etc.), but also the
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lengthscaleof theapparatusintowhich thejetisexpanding.2_ For an unconstrainedjet,theflowbecomes

supersonicand theexpansionissurroundedby a concentricbarrelshockterminatedby aperpendicularshock

known as the Mach disc.22 Thisshock structureprotectstheexpansionregionfrom collisionswith the

background gas and thedegreeofionizationremainsfrozentothatofthesource.22 On theotherhand when

Scarcyand Fennuseda lO0micronpinholediametertosamplea 4.6torrpartialpressureofwater,theynoticed

asamplingerrorwhichwas dependenton stagnantpressureand buffergascomposition.23"24'2sIonclusterswere

formedwhich tendedtowardssupersaturation.When Zook and Grimsrudreducedthepinholediameterto25

microns,theclusterdistributionwas dependentuponsourcetemperature(125-250°C)and couldbe accurately

determinedusingaheliumorhydrogenbuffergas.26

This paper describesexperimentsconductedtocharacterizethesamplingcapabilitiesof a pinhole

interfacebetween an IMS and an MS. When performingstudiesofthistype,itisnecessaryto eliminate

collisionaldissociationmechanisms.Collisionallyinduceddissociation(i.e.,"clusterbuster")isoftenusedto

simplifymass spoctraobtainedfroman atmosphericpressureionizationsource.:7"28'29Thisisaccomplishedby

exposing the ion clusters to an elevated potential drop as they enter the vacuum region. While this may be a good

way to prepare an ion sample for subsequent mass analysis, the conditions of the ionization source are forgotten

in the process. This issue will be addressed.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The investigations were conducted using an IMS/MS previously described in the open literature. 3°

Improvements to the system included replacing the stacked-ring IMS cell with an all-ceramic IMS cell, upgrading

the quadrupole mass spectrometer to an EXTREL C50 quadrupole mass spectrometer, 3_ and installing a
turbomolecular pump in place of the 4-inch diffusion pump. These are shown in Figure 1.

Structurally, the IMS cell contained three main parts:

a. Reactor (approx. 2 cm long, 2.5 cm internal diameter, 1.16 megohm resistance)

b. Drift tube (11.4 cm long, 3.8 cm internal diameter, 11.08 megohm resistance)

c. Membrane inlet (OV-101 impregnated microporous Teflon membrane, 1.3 cm 2 area). 32

The ionization source was a cylindrical ring of 63Ni foil approximately one inch in diameter and one centimeter

long. 33 Although the IMS cell contained a shutter grid between the reactor and drift tube, it was biased open

during the experiments so that it continuously conducted ion current. Since the ion current was measured using
the electronics of the mass spectrometer, the IMS cell contained no ion collector. The temperature was measured

using four thermocouples placed in contact with the pinhole mounted on the vacuum flange leading into the mass

spectrometer, around the drift tube of the IMS halfway between the shutter grid and the mass spectrometer, and
in contact with the reactor and membrane inlet of the IMS. Using strategically located heater tapes, the

temperature at these four locations were continuously monitored and automatically controlled using temperature
controllers. Thermal gradients were minimized by preheating the carrier and drift gases before they entered the

cell.

Purified air or argon (Matheson UN 1006) 34was used for the carrier, drift and sample gases of the cell.

The purified air was generated using a Balston CO 2remover. 3s Before being introduced into the cell, both gases

were passed through activated 13X molecular sieve scrubbers. 36 The 13X molecular sieve scrubbers were

activated with a purging flow of prepurified nitrogen at 300 °C for 24 hours before each experiment. The water

content of the gases was monitored using a DuPont 703 phosphorous pentoxide hygrometer. 37 Typically the

purified air contained 0.1 to 1.5 ppm water and the argon contained 1.5 to 1.6 ppm water. The water content
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increasedwithintheserangesasthescrubbersaged.Sincethedriftgasflowedbetweenthevacuumflangeofthe
massspectrometerandthemountingflangefortheIMS,it alsoservedasacurtaingasforthepinhole.After
flowingthroughthemembraneinlet,thecartiergasenteredtheIMScellneartheshuttergridande.'xhaustedwith
thedrift gasthroughthereactor(i.e.,unidirectionalflow).

Sincethispaperisaboutprocessesthatoccuratthepinhole,thispartoftheIMS/MSisveryimportant.
An expandedsketchisshowninFigure2. The ion sampling pinhole was mounted at the apex of a conical

extension to the vacuum flange leading into the mass spectrometer. The angle for the cone was 50 ° with a height
of 2.2 cm. These dimensions placed the pinhole 4.18 cm from the focussing lens assembly of the mass

spectrometer. Immediately behind the pinhole was a 2.45 cm diameter by 2.27 cm long wire basket. This wire

basket was mechanically and electrically attached to the first ion focussing lens and served to focus the ions

entering the mass spectrometer onto the lens assembly. The wire basket also allowed gas entering the pinhole

to freely expand into the vacuum system. With a bubble flowmeter, the volumetric flow of air passing through

the pinhole was measured as 5.3 cc(RTP)/min. For the rated 450 L/s pumping speed for the turbomolecular

pump behind the pinhole, this air flow corresponds to a baseline pressure of 1.5 x 10 TM Torr in the inlet chamber

(i.e., the chamber that contained the focussing lenses). The actual pressure was 1.8 x 10 TM Torr as indicated by

a vacuum gauge attached to the pumping line. When averaged across the area of the pinhole, the measured air

flow corresponds to a linear air velocity of 179.3 m/s (<350 m/s, the velocity of sound in dry air).

The remainder of the operating conditions for the mass spectrometer are shown in Table 1.

RESULTS

Figures 3 and 4 show the positive and negative reactant ions generated in purified air using two potential
distributions for the ion focussing lenses. The two potential distributions are given in Table 1 and were selected

in an effort to influence the energy of the ions as they entered the vacuum system. The water content of the

purified air was 1.5 ppm. The major positive ions were H+(HzO),(NZ)m with masses 55, 73, 83, 91,101, 111,

129, 139 and 157 corresponding to n = 3 to 5 and m = 0 to 3. The major negative ions were O:-(H20),_fN2) mwith

masses 32, 50, 68, 78, 86, 96 and 124 corresponding to n = 0 to 3 and m -- 0 to 2. Also the negative ions with
masses 82, 100, 110, 118 and 138 are due to 04 (H20),(N2),, with n = 1 to 4 and m = 0 to 2. All these ions are
clusters involving water and nitrogen adducts.

A problem with these ion assignments is that the mass 28 difference assigned to nitrogen could also be

carbon dioxide. Nitrogen has a zero dipole moment while carbon monoxide has a 0.10 x 1018 e.s.u, dipole

moment. 3s Although carbon monoxide was not added intentionally to the present experiments and nitrogen was

a major component of the carrier and drift gases, it cannot be argued that carbon monoxide was not present as
a trace contaminant during the experiments. This issue will be addressed when the data of Figure 5 are discussed.

The amplitude ratios between neighboring clusters are showaa in Table 2. These amplitude ratios are
proportional to the equilibrium constant for

I_ + S = P(S)

where I+ is the ion and S is the solvating molecule. Except for the large unexplained discrepancy for the O_- +

H20 _ O2-(H20 ) reaction, the data for the two of lens potential distributions are in basic agreement. These
results demonstrate that the potential distribution on the focussing lenses does not cause the clusters to dissociate

as they enter the vacuum region. _.29 Considering the fact that the potential applied to lens # 1 located immediately
behind the pinhole was increased an order of magnitude, a considerable margin of safety is indicated. Because

there was nearly an order of magnitude more ion signal when the higher lens potentials were used, the remainder
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TABLE1: OperatingParametersfortheIMS/MS

Pressures

Voltages

Temperatures

GasFlows

PARAMETER

Mass Spectrometer
Focussing Lenses

Reaction Region Hi

Drift Region Hi

Aperture Grid
Pinhole

Focussing Lens # 1

Focussing Lens #2

Focussing Lens #3

Focussing Lens #4

Focussing Lens #5
Pole Zero

Membrane Inlet

Reaction Region

Drift Region
Pinhole

Mass Spectrometer

Carrier Gas

Drift Gas

Sample Gas

VALUE

2.6 x 10 -6 Torr

1.8 x 10TM Torr

+ 2471 Volts (+ 1549 Volts w Argon)

+ 1922 Volts (+ 1000 Volts w Argon)

+ 129 Volts (+ 67 Volts w Argon)
Ground

z- 44.3 Volts or _, 4.7 Volts

17.5 Volts or _ 1.2 Volts

80.2 Volts or • 20.1 Volts

30.4 Volts or • 17.9 Volts

z- 45.0 Volts or z 14.8 Volts

8.5 to + 1.5 Volts, or
21to_ llVolts

48 °C

45 °C
54 °C

53 °C

Unheated

210 cc/min

336 cc/min

240 cc/min

of the data in this report were collected using that potential distribution. This means that lens # 1 was biased

at + 44.3 Volts and the quadrupole mass analyzer was near ground potential.

Figure 5 compares positive ion spectra when purified air was used for the carrier, drift and sample
gases; when argon was used for the cartier, drift and sample gases; and when purified air was used for the carrier

and sample gases and argon was used for the drift gas. These data show that the ions with masses 101, 129 and

157 previously attributed to nitrogen adducts were observed only when purified air was used for the carrier and

sample gases. They were not observed when argon was used for all the gases. When argon was used for the

carrier gas, ions with mass 55, 73, 95, 113, 135 and 153 were observed which can be assigned the structures

H÷(H20)n(Ar)m with n = 3 and 4 and m = 0 to 2. It is clear from this result that the nitrogen adducts are formed
in the reactor and that the nitrogen adducts are not CO adducts. Because CO has a dipole moment greater than

argon, CO adducts should have been observed in the presence of the argon carrier gas.

Recorded in Table 3 are the amplitude ratios observed when purified air, and then argon, were used for

the drift gas. While several of the ratios are larger for argon to indicate that larger clusters are formed in argon,

this result may be due to differences in water content between the two gases. Experiments were not run with
a known concentration of water introduced in both gases. While Zook and Grimsrud report extensive cluster
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Table2: AmplitudeRatioBetweenVariousReactantIonClusters

Positive Reactant Ions

Reaction

H+(H20)__ H+(HaO)4

H+(H20)4_ H+(HzO)_

H+(H20)__ H+(HaO)_fNz)

H+(H20)s(N2) _ H+(HzO)_(Nz)2

H+(H20)s(N2)2 _ H+(HzO)3(Nz)3

H+(H20)4* H+(H20)4(N2)

H+(HaO)4(N2)_-H+(H20)4(N2)2

H+(H20)4(N2)2_ H+(H20)4(N2)s

Lens

Potentials

Hish Low

4.9 4.3

0.06 0.09

0.69 0.78

0.81 0.48

0.66 0.73

0.47 0.43

0.38 0.32

0.20 0.21

Negative Reactant Ions

Reaction

0 a-_ Oa-(HaO )

02-(H20) _ O2 (H20)2

02-(H20)2 _ 02-(HzO)_

O2-(H20) _ O a (HaO)(Na)

O2-(H20)2 _- Oa-(HaO)z(N z)

O2-(H20)2(N2) _ O2 (H20)2(N2)a

04- _ O4-(HzO )

O_-(HzO) _ Q-(HaO)z

O4-(HzO)a _ O4-(HaO)_

O4-(HaO ) _ O 4 (HaO)(N a)

04 (H20)(N2) _ O4-(H20)(N2) 2

Lens
Potentials

High Low

21 4.9

1.6 1.9

0.07 0.07

0.29 0.34

0.15 0.15

0.19 0.21

5.45 7.29

0.71 0.82

0.07 0.05

0.37 0.43

0.31 0.32

growth when analyzing higher water concentrations using an argon buffer gas, the current data cannot be used to

either confirm or deny their results. 26 Certainly, Amirav et al. report that cooling increases in the order of Xe > Kr
> Ar > Ne > He for jet expansions, a trend reflected in Zook and Grimsrud's data.. 39

Finally, the cartier gas flow was removed from the IMS cell and purified air was used for the drift gas. Since

the drift gas exhausted through the reactor of the cell, the IMS cell was being totally purged with purified air. Next,
the 13X scrubber in line with the purified air was reactivated and all fittings checked for leak tightness. When this

was completed, the cell exhaust was drier than could be reliably measured with the hygrometer. Using estimation
procedures described in the hygrometer manual, the water content of the e.'xhausting air was probably on the order of

100 ppb. The positive and negative reactant ions collected for this condition are shown in Figure 6.

Immediately after the data of Figure 6 were collected, a 5 nun bore by 7.5 cm long diffusion tube of

deionized water was placed in line with the drift gas line of the cell. This caused the water content of the gas
exhausting from the cell to increase to 13.1 ppm This hygrometer reading agreed with gravimetric measurements

performed on the diffusion tube which indicated 12.0 to 13.4 ppm water was being added to the drift gas. When the

water concentration stabilized, the IMS signatures of Figure 7 were collected. The effects of the increased water

concentration were immediately obvious. In the positive ion mode, the amplitude ratio for the H _(HzO)JH'(H20)s

ions increased from 0.9 to 8.1 and in the negative ion mode, the amplitude ratio for the 02 (H20)JO_ (H,O) ions
increased from 0.16 to 3.1. These amplitude ratios are sho_ in Table 4.
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Table3: AmplitudeRatiosfor ReactantIonClusters Using Two Drift Gases

Reaction

H+(HzO)3 _ H+(H20)4

H+(H20)4 _ H+(H20)_

H+(HzO)_ _ H+(H20)3(N:)

H+(H20)3(N2) _ H+(H20)3(N2)2

H+(HzO)_(N2)2* H+(H20)3(N2)3

H+(H20)4 _ H+(H20)4(N2)

H+(H20)4(N2) _- H+(HzO)4(N2)2

H+(H20)4(N2):_-H+(H20)4(N2)3

P.A.

Drift

Gas

Ar

Drift
Gas

1.5 3.2

0.05 0.07

0.92 1.0

0.91 0.72

0.39 0.73

0.05 0.08

0.33 0.63

0.24 0.26

Reaction

O2-(H_O ) _ O2-(H20)2

O2-(H20)2 _ O2-(H20)3

Oz-(H20) _ 02-(H20)(Nz)

Oz-(HzO)(N2) ¢ 02-(H20)(N2) _

O2-(H20)2 _ O:-(H20)2(N2)

04-_ O4-(HzO)

O,,-(H20) _ 04-(HzO)z

O4-(H20)2 _ O4-(H20)3

O,-(H20 ) _ O4-(HzO)(N2)

O4-(H20)(N2) _- 04-(HzO)(N2) 2

P.m.

Drift
Gas

Ar

Drift

Gas

18.5 15.1

0.32 0.79

0.06

0.19 0.63

0.17 0.49

0.19 0.56

4.0 12.7

0.12 0.55

0.12 0.54

0.30 0.50

0.21 0.39

If it is assumed that the water clusters are in equilibrium and their concentrations are related to each other through

previously measured thermochemical data, it is possible to estimate the water concentration in the IMS cell using the mass

spectrometer data. This is done using the relationship

Cmo = [I_(H20)n+,]/[I±(H20).] {exp(AG/RT)]

where [P(H20),] is the amplitude of the n-th ion cluster and AG is the free energy for

I±(H20). + H:O _ F_(H20).+,

These estimates are also shown in Table 4.

Table 4 shows a large discrepancy between the calculated values and the actual value of 13 ppm. The calculated

values obtained from smaller clusters underestimate the water concentration, while the calculated values obtained from

larger clusters overestimate the water concentration. Efforts to adjust the values by raising or lowering the temperature

or by including an extra energy term in the exponential were unsuccessful. If the thermochemical data are correct, it is

apparent that the processes occurring behind the pinhole are complex and cannot be explained in terms of simple cooling
or collisional dissociation.

DISCUSSION

Because it was shown that the lens potentials have little effect on ion distributions, the results of Table 4 must be
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Table4: Comparisonof 13ppmWaterConcentrationwithThermodynamicValues
CalculatedfromPeakAmplitudeRatios.*

PositiveReactantIons

Reaction

H+(H20)z+ H20 _ H+(H20)3

H+(H20)3+ H20 _ H+(H20)4

H+(H20)4 + H20 _ H÷(H20)_

H+(H20)_ + H20 _ H+(H20)6

Ampl
Ratio

CH2o

(ppm)

13 0.04

8.1 54

0.16 126

0.12 885

Negative Reactant Ions

Reaction

Oz- + H20 _ O2-(H20)

O2-(H20) + H20 _ Oz-(H20)2

O2-(H20)2 + H20 _ O2-(H20)3

Ampl
Ratio

30

CH2o

(ppm)

0.37

3.1 0.49

0.14 10

* P. Kebarle, S.K. Searles, A. Zolla, J. Scarborough, M. Arshadi J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 1967, 89, 6393; M. Arshadi,
P. Kebarle J. Phys. Chem. 1970, 74, 1483.

due to gas dynamics accompanying ion sampling. As mentioned in the introduction, the current accepted theory for

the flow of gas through a 25 micrometer pinhole into vacuum is isentropic free-jet expansion. 4° Isentropic expansions

are expansions in which the entropy remains constant and the various degrees of freedom (translation, rotation,
vibration) of the gas remain in equilibrium.

Another characteristic of jet expansions is that there is a narrowing of the velocity distribution. This
narrowing arises from those statistically favored molecules which have a velocity component in the direction of the

expansion as they pass through the pinhole and from geometric channeling by the pinhole. 4° Accompanying the

narrowing of the velocity distribution is a lowering of the temperature. As the temperature drops, so does the velocity
of sound which leads to a change in conditions required to establish supersonic expansion.

For the present experiments, the linear air velocity through the pinhole was 179.3 m/s. While this velocity
is significantly less than the standard velocity of sound in dry air (350 m/s), it does correspond to the velocity of sound

at a reduced temperature and pressure. Assuming a square root dependence for the velocity of sound on
temperature, 4' the required temperature is 26% of the standard temperature, or approximately 84 °C. To maintain

isentropic conditions for the expansion, this temperature corresponds to a pressure of 26 Torr immediately behind
the pinhole.

Assuming that supersonic expansion was occurring, it is possible to roughly locate the Mach disc.
Theoretically, the location (x_ is given by42

xM= 0.67D[Po/p] 'a

where D is the pinhole diameter and P is the background pressure in the expansion chamber. Since the pinhole

diameter was 25 microns and the background pressure was 1.8 x 104 torr, xu was 3.4 cm. Because the distance
between the pinhole and first focussing lens in the mass spectrometer was 4.2 cm, this location for the Mach disc was

within the wire basket (see Figure 2) used to pull the ions towards the focussing lenses. If this is the case, then all

the ions analyzed by the mass spectrometer had to pass through the Mach disc. The literature is undecided on what
might happen to an ion cluster if this should occur. 2_
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It turnsout,however,thatthismaynotbeaproblembecauseMiller notesthatin a systemwerethe
backgroundpressureis10TMand the stagnation pressure is atmospheric, "the continuum pressure just upstream of the

Mach disc would be predicted to be PM ~ 10-9 tort, and the upstream mean flee path about 25 cm! ''_ If this should

occur, the mean flee path would be greater than the 2.45 cm diameter for the wire basket, meaning the mean free path

is much greater than the instrument dimension. Since shock wave thicknesses are on the order of the mean free path,
it is doubtful that a Mach disc could form. For such a condition, a smooth transition from continuum to free-

molecular flow would occur; the jet rays being attenuated by the background gas and surface reflected molecules in

a Beer's Law like fashion. Hayes claims the expansion can be broken down into three distinct regimes: (1)

continuum flow, (2) transition flow and (3) free molecular flow) °

The results of Table 4 show that when the ions participate in the expansion, there are opposing tendencies

for cluster growth (as evidenced by the high concentration derived from the H÷(H:O)s + H:O _ H+(H20)6 reaction)
and desolvation (as evidenced by the low concentration derived from the H+(H20)2 + H:O _ H+(H20)3 reaction). In
their studies Zook and Grimsrud observed similar tendencies. 26 They noted that the "MS- and M- ion density ratios

for dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were actually somewhat less than the expected ion intensity abundance ratio,

suggesting that cluster growth due to a cooling effect in the aperture was not the dominant force in perturbing the ion
distribution. ''26 When describing their results using methane and nitrogen buffer gases, they claimed that "two

opposing processes are operative within the jet expansions for the proton hydrates. One of these causes cluster

growth, as evidenced by the prominent ions of n = 8 and the other leads to smaller clusters, as evidenced by the

prominent ions at n = 4."

Zook and Grimsrud tried to interpret their data in terms of Searcy's kinetic model based on Buckle's

suggestions for neutral clustering. :4'43 This model assumes that all radiative transitions have long time constants

compared with collision frequency, and equilibrium is maintained by the following series of reactions.

increasing n (parallel three body and energetic cluster formation reactions),

H+(H20).+ H20 + A - H+(H20)_+,+ A*

H+(H:O)° + H20 _ W(H20),+,*

H+(H20).+,* + A _ H+(H:O).+_ + A*

decreasing n (unimolecular decay),

H+(H20). + A _ H+(H20)° * + A

H+(H20). * _ H+(HzO)n., + H20

A is a third body and the asterisk indicates that a particle has sufficient energy to make it inherently unstable. While

Zook and Grimsrud gave an excellent argument for cluster growth using this model, they realized that they needed

another mechanism to explain the smaller-than-expected cluster ions. They proposed collisional dissociation even

though they noted, similar to the results of Figures 3 and 4, that the cluster distributions were independent of the

potentials applied to the focussing lenses.

Before expanding on this model, it is necessary to first note that cluster distributions can be distorted by
instrun_ental effects in mass spectrometry. One of these is diminished ion transmission due to mass discrimination

by the quadrupole filter; another is fragmentation of the cluster during its flight through the mass analyzer; and still
another is fractionation of species as a result of different speed ratios perpendicular to the expanding jet. 44 The first

two favor enhanced yields for lower molecular weight dusters, while the latter favors the sampling of higher molecular
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weightclusters.Inmodemquadrupolemassspectrometers,adjustmentscanbeandaremadetominimizetheeffects
ofmassdiscrimination.OntheEXTRELC50massspectrometer,thisisaccomplishedusingthe"resolution"and
"AM" controls.Theclusterfragmentationandspeciesfractionationprocesses,however,arebeyondsimple
adjustments.Theireffectscanonly be minimized by carefully selecting the original design used to construct the mass
spectrometer.

To the extent that instrumental effects do not effect cluster distributions, gas dynamic mechanisms can be

used to explain the results of Table 4. The most obvious feature for a gas expansion under isentropic conditions is

that gas density and translational temperature decrease (except for local regions of supersaturation) with increasing
distance from the nozzle. _ In the continuum flow regime where equilibrium conditions are collisionally maintained,
this means that ion cluster distributions are adjusting to decreasing water concentrations until the distribution is

"frozen" by a lack of collisions. This "frozen" state will contain "smaller-than-expected" ion clusters if water
concentrations in the source are used for calculations. Competing with this apparent desolvation mechanism is cluster

growth precipitated by the reduced temperature created by the expansion. In terms of Buckle's model, this arises from

the intermediate ion, H+(H20),+I *, having a lower internal energy and having a longer lifetime within which it can be

stabilized by collision with a neutral gas molecule. 26 Both processes depend upon the buffer gas used for the

expansion. Heavier buffer gases will lead to slower expansions and lighter buffer gases will lead to faster

expansions. There are more opportunities for the development of distortions in slow expansions than in faster

expansions because more collisions are possible and the terminal translational temperature is higher. For faster

expansions, reduced residence times may also minimize the effects expected for lower temperature. Consequently,

Zook and Grimsrud found cluster distributions equivalent to equilibrium conditions when using a helium buffer gas.

CONCLUSIONS

Mass spectrometry is an invaluable tool in characterizing the ion composition of ion mobility peaks in ion
mobility spectrometry. When the ion composition is found to be a mixture of ion clusters, the observed cluster

distribution may not be an accurate representation of the ion clusters in the IMS. Depending on the buffer gas, lower

clusters can form by equilibrating with reduced concentrations in the continuum regime of the expansion and larger
clusters can form by collisional stabilization in the cooled jet stream. Besides water, nitrogen molecules can also add

to the ion clusters created in ion mobility spectrometry. Even though nitrogen is non-polar, this addition is made
possible by an ion-induced dipole interaction between the ion and molecule.
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Figure 3. Positive (top) and Negative (bottom) Reactant Ions Using the Lower Voltages for the Ion Focussing
Lens Assembly.
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Figure 4. Positive (top) and Negative (bottom) Reactant Ions Using the Higher Voltages for the Ion Focussing
Lens Assembly.
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Figure 5. Positive Reactant Ions Using Purified Air for the Carrier, Drift and Sample Gases (top); Argon
for the Carrier, Drift and Sample Gases (bottom); and Purified Air for the Carrier and Sample Gases and Argon for the
Drift Gas (middle).
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Figure 6. Positive (top) and Negative (bottom) Reactant Ions Before 13 ppm Water Introduced into the IMS.
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Figure 7: Positive (top) and Negative (bottom) Reactant Ions After 13 ppm Water Introduced into the IMS.
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